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Abstract 
Sn We compared mark-recapture estimates of predator population 
ee = WW x sizes to 5 commonly used abundance indices to gain insight into 

8 Zn, : the usefulness of the indices for monitoring predator population 
oe Zr Tyg eo changes. Striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis), common raccoons 

re Dee : (Procyon lotor) and Virginia opossums ( Didelphis virginiana) 
AF, WR | were trapped on 3 approximately 6-mile® areas in southern 
ce ee 5 Wisconsin during March-May, 1984-86 to estimate population 
SF in. NS densities. Spotlight counts, modified scent stations, simulated 
| ages tt nests, snow-track counts and road-kill surveys were cond ucted 
Sr February-June, 1984-86 on the 3 study areas as indices to abun- 
——— —_____— dance. Data from snow-track counts and road-kill surveys were 

Co . ? L yo oo - not sufficient for analysis. Low capture probabilities (usually less 
ee Ea oo. than 15%) made model selection difficult for all species an | 

oC JE. IN resulted in wide confidence intervals for raccoon population esti- 
a AN mates. Minimum density of skunks, raccoons and opossums var- 

| FLAN Vi ied from 0.2-4.5, 5.3-13.9 and 2.3-7.1/mile?, respectively. 
ee i Zee Correlations between population indices and population density 
< Ga iAwlor estimates were not significant in many cases. Only the correla- 

SN SOT TS. co tion of opossum spotlight counts with density and the correlation 
ee SA es of simulated-nest destruction rate with skunk density were signifi- 

re cant. However, the destruction rate of simulated nests was highly 
a TT correlated with the capture rate of all mammalian predators, and 

ee ll i oe the correlation between skunk visitations to scent-station lines 
a, it as eas and capture rate was significant. The lack of significant correla- 

I Se tion does not invalidate the indices due to the low power of the 
. : | =e : ce tests and the low precision of the indices and raccoon population 
ek ee estimates. As we applied them, spotlight counts, scent-station 
oo Fie’, ao surveys and simulated-nest surveys required extremely large 

whe ‘ae : sample sizes to reliably detect annual changes in population 
ay cn S indices on the order of 20 to 50%. However, we did observe sig- 

8 nificant differences between years in the three indices with sam- 
ae eee be ple sizes of 15-30 (areas pooled), when changes in population 

oo oe 2 ee. =e o indices were on the order of 2-5 fold. In this study, abundance 
a " a indices would not have been useful in detecting annual or area 

changes of less than 75-100% between our 6-mile* study areas. 

These abundance indices may be useful for detecting 2-5 fold 

changes in predator abundance for larger regions or as a trend 
indicator over several years.
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Be Secs er iiceny cee yee < \ or 
Pig ap ae Cha At genes Ree 2 Dense nesting cover is planted to provide ducks with an 
brie Lar Gah poe oe eal oe el Be ={ attractive and potentially safe place to locate their nests 
Cea a, DOP NES ce A eG ee = = and hatch their broods. 

Introduction 

Habitat loss and severe nest predation appear to limit i orn, orn , a i) 
local duck production in Wisconsin. Research shows : ; Po " aN - 

that duck nest success in some regions of Wisconsin eee Se i y. an 
is generally less than 20 percent (Gatti 1987), and on  =_—_ : aa a 
the Horicon Marsh Wildlife Area, predators destroy E ae - > — ~~ ae bs 
over 98% of unsuccessful duck nests (Bartelt 1990). ' fae os Vs...) ee oe 
To increase duck nest success in Wisconsin, dense aaa - —_— o eee eee 

nest cover is planted to retard the movement of ar) > Se - 
predators into nesting fields. Research evaluating a. eee al a | 

. : i ect. rn - ; ae _— A 7 A es ; - é i. 

this dense nesting cover program shows large annual a =e. Spe a 

variations that cannot be explained by changes in aa ae PS 6 aa » & 

vegetation alone (Bartelt 1990). Information on +” Se Vy RS \ ee y ’ u 
predator abundance is needed to help explain these aS Ay lan ie ” , = *~ : 
annual changes in nest success and help interpret vig . rey Se ri _ an : 
the results of the dense nest cover program. The , Ko Fi ok SO" =} os FRR. / E 

; , . PAZ eee hres e a ie amo 
relationship between predator numbers, vegetative OD I 3 le . mm i 
cover and nest success should be known to guide Less than 20% of duck nests hatch in Wisconsin because of 

future management decisions. mammalian depredation. 
Indices to predator abundance are widely used in 

wildlife management and research, often without vali- Because of the potential for predator populations to 

dation against true abundance (Rotella and Ratti severely affect duck nesting success, we used a 

1986). Determining true abundance is difficult under mark-recapture program to estimate predator popula- 

field conditions, and White (1992) warns of the diffi- tion sizes and compared results from this technique 

culty in interpreting the validity of indices without to 5 commonly used indices of abundance. We did 

knowing the true population size. Only under special not expect to prove or disprove the validity of these 

conditions can the true population size be known. indices but strove to gain insight into their usefulness. 

1
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ae Ua ==. = {~~ Management Area 
: | Ath fi sand Mud Lake Wildlife 

) — Ln ee | Management Area. 

Ce 
Methods 

Population and Density Estimates 

We live-trapped striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis), Population estimates were converted to density 

common raccoons (Procyon lotor) and Virginia opos- estimates to account for size differences between 
sums (Didelphis virginiana) on 3 south-central _ study areas. White et al’s. (1982) nested subgrid 

Wisconsin study areas during March-May, 1984-86. procedure was not used for density estimation 

Study areas included 2 state wildlife management because systematic placement of traps in a grid 

areas, the Grassy Lake Wildlife Management Area across the study areas would have ;resulted in 

(7.5 mile*, including open water) and the Mud Lake many traps being located in sites seldom used by 

Wildlife Management Area (6.0 mile*), and the predators. This would have further reduced cap- 

Horicon National Wildlife Refuge (6.5 mile*). A border ture probabilities (Table 5) and increased the diffi- 
of private lands (~0.5-1.5 mile wide) surrounding each culty in making population estimates. Therefore, 

area was included in each study area. The 3 areas density was calculated using 2 other methods. 

are located in Dodge and Columbia counties (Fig. 1) First, population size was divided by the size of 

and are managed as waterfowl production areas. the study areas, assuming that the entire study 

Sixteen trap sites in suspected predator travel area was suitable habitat. Second, we divided 

corridors were identified within each mile. Four population size by the total area of the study area 
traps were randomly placed at 4 of the 16 trap sites plus a 0.5 mile buffer area surrounding each study 

every 4 days. Traps were randomly moved every 4 area (Dice 1938). Based on home range sizes 

days to insure all animals had an equal probability reported in the literature for radio-marked skunks 

of capture. Traps were baited with sardines for 10 (Rosatte 1987), raccoons (Sanderson 1987) and 
weeks during March and April and with marshmal- opossums (Seidensticker et al. 1987), 0.5 mile 

lows and strawberry jam in May in an effort to seemed appropriate since these species generally 

recapture raccoons. Traps were open and baited had approximately a 1-mile? home range in the 

4 nights per week. upper Midwest. This buffered area was assumed 

Animals captured were anesthetized with to be the effective area used by predators sam- 
ketamine hydrochloride and rompun (10:1) and pled by our trapping. Year and area differences in 

marked with numbered aluminum ear tags and with predator population densities were evaluated with 

individually coded plastic ear tags. Tag numbers on Z-tests. : 

recaptured animals were recorded and the animals ; 

were released without anesthesia. Recapture data Abundance Indices | 
were used to estimate the pre-birth population size Five indices to predator abundance were conducted 
and standard errors for each area, year and species February-June, 1984-86 on the 3 study areas. 

using program CAPTURE (White et al. 1982). Model Indices included: (1) spotlight counts (Rybarezyk 
selection procedures in program CAPTURE were et al. 1981), (2) modified scent stations (Linhart and 
used to select the model that “best” explained the Knowlton 1975, Roughton and Sweeny 1982), (3) 
observed patterns of initial captures and recaptures simulated nests (Hammond 1966), (4) snow-track 

and for which population size could be estimated. counts and (5) abundance of road kills. 

2
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Above: Live traps were used to estimate predator population 7 
sizes on the 3 south-central Wisconsin study areas. gs : 

Above right: Predators captured in live traps were . , eS ote 
anesthetized to allow marking and data collection. | ne 

Spotlight Counts. Spotlight counts (33-42 miles yi a. 
in length) were conducted during April prior r 7 

to “green-up.” Roads inside and within 1 mile <= -—< = 
of each study area were driven after dark. aS a waa : I 
Two observers using high-powered spotlights SOE ee : 

scanned both road ditches and adjacent ol 9 
fields. Species, location and time were a  ——— - " 

recorded for each animal observed. Other an . 2 
variables such as weather conditions were a x 

recorded. Spotlight counts were replicated Ear tags were used to identify individual 

on 10 different nights for each study area. animals when recaptured. 
The number of each species seen/100 miles 

driven was calculated for each study area 

each year. Data were tested by ANOVA for 

differences among study areas and years. \\ 

Scent Stations. Scent-station surveys were con- \ 

ducted in May 1984-86 on each study area. w 

Five lines of 10 scent stations were placed in “ 
road ditches inside and within 1 mile of each Scent stations were used as an index to 

study area. Each scent station was a 3-foot predator numbers an the 3 Sou centr al 
: : ‘ ISCONSIN StuQy areas. circle cleared of vegetation and covered with ¥ 
. . . Sy oe ey a Pe - ‘ . lac po Boe fe fi iki Ws j # 

sifted dirt. A standard fatty acid scent capsule Dia he 8 Ao le 4 A i te 

(Roughton and Sweeny 1982) was placed in arene sk oo a, ; ane 
the center of each station. Scent stations were . ee Ba OK. aN 

located 0.3 miles apart on alternate sides of the oe eer eee ma 
road and were checked for predator tracks on ee ae ee _ 

# consecutive nights. Bit em a a 
The percent use of ea re ioe oe or are, in 
these stations by Se ONS cor an Ps se oe ee Pee eae ok 
each species was cal- Let ke Oe Pee ee De eal eda ee 

culated for each study Dict es a ae ie oS a Cree | am 

areacach yea.Daia I Ul ee 5 
were tested for area Ca FOR: We ec ge ee ee ee eg mS 

: ot a 8 ee ee < 
and year effects using oS a A ae ee ee ee ui 

Kruskal-Wallis tests i ee ne 2



Simulated Nests. Simulated nests were con- Minimum sample sizes required to be 80% certain 

structed using 3 pheasant eggs for each nest of detecting 20% and 50% changes in population 

during May-June, 1984-86. Simulated nests indices with a 5% level of significance were deter- 

were placed on opposite sides of the road mined for spotlight, scent-station and simulated-nest 
from scent stations and were also in 5 lines surveys (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). The mean of the 9 

of 10 nests inside and within 1 mile of each year- and area-specific estimates of the coefficient of 
study area. The simulated-nest survey was variation was used to estimate within year and within 
conducted 2 weeks after the end of the area variability for each 

scent-station survey to increase the likeli- species. te 
hood of independence. Simulated nests were IZ 
checked weekly to determine the percent of POOPED ut Se. 
nests destroyed by predators. Predator Results ee 
species cannot be reliably identified by pat- Ke ae ee 
terns of nest destruction (Greenwood and Closure = +. be Hs, 
Sargeant, unpubl. data cited in Greenwood _ _ ee ew 
1986); therefore, nests were recorded as The number of => walig#@> oe SR = 
destroyed or not destroyed by a predator. newly caught Re 
Area and year effects were examined with skunks declined throughout the trapping season 
Kruskal-Wallis tests. in all years and areas suggesting that new animals 

were not immigrating into the study areas. Generally 

Snow-Track Counts. Track counts were CON 60-70% (Table 1) of all new skunks were caught in the 

ducted on access roads, dikes and trails first 4-week trapping period. At Horicon in 1984 and 

within each study area whenever snow con- Grassy Lake in 1986, however, only half of the new 
ditions permitted during 1984-85. Care was - . 
taken not to count tracks of the same individ- skunks were captured in the first 4-week time period. 
ual twice by following a track to make These data suggest that the skunk population was 

sure it did not cross the transect ft closed and that most of the skunk population was 

more than once. The number ‘7 being trapped and marked. | 
of tracks/mile for each species Be During all years at Horicon and Mud Lake, and in 
was calculated for each RE 1984 at Grassy Lake, the number of newly captured 

area. SF raccoons either remained fairly constant throughout 
i - the trapping periods or else increased during the 

a  Y7 — latter periods (Table 1). Very few raccoon recap- 

BE tures were recorded at any time. These data sug- 

om SF gest that ingress of raccoons might have been 
_— occurring. Alternatively, we may have had difficulty 

SF in trapping and marking the majority of the raccoon 

‘oe = population in these areas. 
s The pattern of newly captured opossums was 

_ ro variable but generally captures of new opossums 

a declined throughout the trapping period (Table 1). 
However, almost half of the newly caught animals in 

Roadkill Abundance. All road-killed predators a year were caught in the second and third 4-week 

encountered on the study area during 1984- periods. At Horicon in 1986 and Grassy Lake in 
85 were recorded and checked for eartags 1985, 41% and 51%, respectively, of the new ani- 
(Case 1978, Verts 1967). Since personne! mals were captured in the second 4-week trapping 
were on most roads within the study areas period suggesting possible immigration of opossums 
5 days per week during March-May, road into Horicon in 1986 and Grassy Lake in 1985. 

kills were recorded incidental to live-trapping Program CAPTURE performs a test for closure 

activities. that is statistically valid only when Model M, or M, is 
_.. ; true (White et al. 1982). Five of the 14 tests for clo- 

Statistical Analysis sure when Model M, or M, was selected as the best 
Correlation analysis was used to compare the 9 pop- model indicated violations of the closure assumption 
ulation density estimates (3 areas x 3 years) for each (i.e., opOSSuMs at Horicon in 1986 [P = 0.04] and 
species to each of the indices of abundance. In addi- Grassy Lake in 1984 [P = 0.03] and 1986 [P = 0.01], 

tion, abundance indices were compared to predator and striped skunks at Mud Lake in 1984 [P= 0.01] 
Capture rates (captures/100 trap nights). and 1986 [P= 0.03)). 
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Table 1. Percent (N) of total new animals captured per 4-week time period (March-May) on 3 south-central Wisconsin wildlife 
management areas, 1984-86. 

os 

Horicon Grassy Lake Mud Lake 
meee eee eee 

Species 

and Month 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 eee, 

Skunk 

March 51 (18) 75 (15) 70 (23) 73 (8) 50 (2) 55 (6) 61 (14) 100 (9) 67 (4) 
April 49 (17) 25 (5) 27 (9) 9 (1) 25 (1) 45 (4) 35 (8) 0 (0) 33 (2) 
May O (0) O (0) 3 (1) 18 (2) 25 (1) 9 (1) 4 (1) 0 (0) O (0) 

Raccoon 
3a March 23 (9) 36 (14) 26 (10) 32 (22) 51(22) 33 (17) 27 (14) 39 (12) 23 (3) 

April 30 (12) 31 (12) 26 (10) 19 (13)  30(14) 49 (25) 43 (22) 26 (8) 31 (4) 
May 48 (19) 33 (13) 47 (18) 49 (34) 19 (9) 18 (9) 37 (15) 35 (11) 46 (6) 

Opossum 

March 63 (22) 40 (21) 29 (5) 45 (21)  42(20) 64 (16) 49 (21) 58 (21) 59(13) 
April 14 (5) 33° (17) 41° (7) 34 (16) 51(24) 16 (4) 40 (17) 28(10) 23 (5) 
May 23 (8) 23 (14) 29 (5) 21 (10) 6 (3) 20 (5) 12 (5) 14 (5) 18 (4) NSN SN 

a rrr : Cone 

a —. fF as _ y 

ee —- . i . ne 
ee ee a oe ge eee ae Eo eS ae a ane 

ee S a (er a. eee le S _ fe 

.  trtt,rrtrti“‘i(COi™i™sOsO—SOsSCS*C*C*C*SCSNC CU = _" ». - aes ee Ce ae a Ne 2 —— 4 , - a 4A 2 ee a a s 7 ee Fs 6 oe ee oh | - 

ca as OM of eed elm CS ae a 
A ag 4 _& .: | —  , 7 oe. ON | i= hl.lUflrlrt(“( a;w‘Ci ZH hLUm™m™m™mUm™”™C™C™~CO—OCCO™COC‘COS. oo - «| fom - » ee eg _. \, mC i 2, A. . oe ee ' ce ae 

oe a OTM ME 2 CT fe 2 i. 

OS! wi MeN 2 COU | 3 a oe . , oe ae i > | lc CLS hLULhmhmUmmC, " 
Om a Fa F Mak Sou — cram aren . ” . so CP aN ne r 4 } Noe eer | 7 Y ae poo 

Cae ee ee ee eae oe eee, i wv Pe SE gk ce Sag ee oa nas ee oe ee oe BO A i ag UE OS ae oe wai eee ed ee Po lee le. of a! fe -- 
oe ES. a ee ee J Bocot I ee ee a Oe ee ee se Fags 0) ome 

i) an Re. 5 fF hl ae SRT ee ee = - | Wee oe an eI DP ah] ee a : oO 

ewe (_-, i.  —" , A oad Cf er Lr—=e ae 

gees Ef — sae c~ 6 lid yf 24, Oe iy a Tie 

We eee —s.  ###.- Bore See ; &, Cs 00 
Mewar nN) ef ey Lc : ee SN 
Ms an , Ca 6 tC OY ee ra Lede 2 it "Ss ru : ee a = . 7 , IE 

Ri el ee hl ££ 
Re ee : — —— oe tl 42 ae ae, (Cg i. < oes ae pe \ & Pe gl Go. a en ee a se eee e — oN Be te me a ¢ G 

CS oe oe 1 eel OO _ # } ; ° re pO ee, ed Te lO Ci , 2 4 H Oo ee" fo ee Ce al a eee oe ee oe. , 1 O cen <7 ea Re ey Se ee y . 4 S 
lf OR ASX: eee Dhl aes ams = . - “ ° 
a Nir Ve ae |. é#=; wae Se i Top right: Common raccoons were rarely 
RI bs an Se err~t~—~r.—,CTCC CP OSS Boe Ya mek a 0hUhmrr—~—“—OC—C—CO recaptured at the 3 study areas. 

oa a rz ee re re pe ha: HRs ee oa 

a Sea en ee a 

The number of newly captured striped skunks declined Opossums was more frequent but still 
throughout the trapping seasons at all 3 study areas. quite variable at the 3 study areas.



Table 2. Model selection and population estimates (White et al. 1982) for striped skunks on 3 south-central Wisconsin 

y wildlife management areas, 1984-86. Models are listed in descending order of appropriateness, based on model 

selection criteria. 

1984 1985 1986 

Horicon Mn | M,, 20 20-22 .31/.05 Min — 

M, 41 35-52 ~=—-.15/.07° Mon 20 20-22 31 M, 37 33-42 .03-.36 

M, 35 35-36  .00-.26° M, — M,  — 
Mijn M, 31 22-40 08 M, 34 33-38 .23/.14 
M, — M,, 38 20-59 .07 Min 

M, 54 36-72 08 Mp M, 37 33-43 16 
M,, 37 35-43  .05-.20 M,  — M,, 33 33-35 .10-.38 
M, 134 88-180 03 M, 20 20-21 .00-.30 M, 48 37-59 12 

Grassy 
Lake M, 12 11-16 15 “f Pe 

M., 12 11-14 15 . M,, 36 15-58 .03 

Mun * M, 56 11-154 02 
M,, 11 11-13 .09-.29 * | My, 11 11-14 24 

Mi a ° Mp ~~ 

M,, 11 11-13 13 * M., -— 

M, — * M, 11 11-14  .24/.01 
M, 11 11-12 .00-.45 x M, 11 11-12 .00-.27 

Mud Lake M, 54 33-75 05 M,, 9 9-10 .50/.04 M,, 6 6-7 15 

M, 44 23-68 .06 Me — M, 7 6-11 13 

Maoh _ Mon 9 9-10 .50 Mi — 

Mi — M,, 23 9-38 05 Mion — 

Moh 24 23-27 23 M, 17 9-31 07 Mon *9 

M,, 24 23-27  .23/.04 Mh = M, 6 6-8  .27/.09 

Min _ Men _ Min —_ 

M, 23 23-24 .00-.26 M, 9 9-7 .00-.56 M, 6 6-7 .00-.67 

2 Approximate 95% confidence interval of the population estimate. 
b Estimated probability of capture. 
© Population size cannot be estimated for this model. 
¢ Estimated probability of initial capture/estimated probability of recapture. 
® Probability of capture varies among trapping occasions, range presented. 
' No skunks were recaptured, model selection and population estimation procedures failed. 
9 No skunks were captured on first trapping occasion, analysis could not be completed. 

Model Selection . 

For the 3 predator species, in all area-year combi- and M,,,, were each selected once. Similarly, 5 dif- 
nations, one or more of the goodness-of-fit tests ferent models were selected for opossums (Table 

employed in the model selection procedure of pro- 4). Model M, was selected 4 times; model M, was 
gram CAPTURE could not be performed due to selected twice; and models M,, M,,, and M,, were 
small expected values. Results of the model selec- each selected once. 

tion procedure were highly variable for the 3 Estimates of capture probability varied depending 

species. Five different models were selected as on the model selected (Tables 2-4). In general, esti- 

most appropriate for skunks (Table 2); models M,, mated capture probability was low, increasing the dif- 

M,, and M,, were each selected twice and models ficulty of model selection. Capture probability tended 
M, and M,,,, were selected once. For raccoons, 4 to be higher for skunks (range 0.03-0.50 for selected 

different models were selected as best (Table 3). models), intermediate for opossums (range 0.01-0.19) 

Model M, was selected 6 times; models M,, M,,, and lowest for raccoons (range 0.01-0.06). 
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Table 3. Model selection and population estimates (White et al. 1982) for common raccoons on 3 south-central 

Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. Models are listed in descending order of appropriateness, based 

on model selection criteria. 

1984 1985 1986 

Area Model Est. Cl? p’ Model Est. Cl P Model Est. Cl P 

Horicon Mish M, 100 45-135 04 M, 186 38-352 02 

M,, 82 59-105 .06 M,, 150 101-199 .03 M., 137 89-185 .03 

M, 72 46-98 07 Mion — Mion — 

Min —* Mon 83 39-277 .03-.07 Mon * 

Mi — Mi — Min | 
d * Mon 45 40-56 .03-.30 M, Mi — 

| M, ns Me _ M, ° 

M, 69 45-93 .01-.14 M, 99 46-152 = .03-.07 M, 38 38-39 .00-.18 

Grassy 
Lake M, 160 101-219 .01-.11 . M,, — M, 225 61-389 02 

Min — Min — M, 177 123-232 .O3 

Mion — M, 133 61-205 .01-.11 Mion — 

Mo — M, 62 47-85  .12/.03! Mon 136 51-357 04 

M, 165 102-228 .04 Mion — Min — 

M,, 173 129-217 04 M, 140 62-218 .04 Mi — 

Mon * Moh 48 47-52 ~=.04-.51 M, 136 51-357 .04/.02 

M, * M,, 121 85-156 04 M, 226 60-392 .01-.04 

Mud Lake M, 140 70-210 .04 M, 161 31-327 02 M, 78 13-217 02 

M, 140 98-182 .04 M, 112 70-155 03 M,, 48 21-74 03 

Meo _ Moph _ Meoh _ 

Moin 297 91-1670 02 Mon 154 31-904 02 Mon * 

Me _ Min _ Me a 

Men —_ Me _ M, . 

M, 297 51-1674 .02/.04 M, 154 31-913  .02/.02 Min — 

M, 51 51-52 ~=.00-.18 M, 158 31-321 .01-.04 M, 13 13-14 .00-.23 

@ Approximate 95% confidence interval of the population estimate. 
> Estimated probability of capture. 
© Population size cannot be estimated for this model. 
¢ Probability of capture varies among trapping occasions, range presented. 
© Population size could not be estimated because the number of new animals caught on successive occasions did not decline. 
‘ Estimated probability of initial capture/estimated probability of recapture. 

ee . bo i is. “iin 
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Table 4. Model selection and population estimates (White et al. 1982) for Virginia opossums on 3 south-central 

Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. Models are listed in descending order of appropriateness, based 
an on model selection criteria. 

1984 1985 1986 

Area Model Est. Cle pe Model Est. Cl Pp Model Est. Cl Pp 

Horicon M,  —° M, 85 61-109  .01-.20 M, 36 17-61 05 

Mish Min — M,, 37 22-53 .05 

Mon 38 35-44 .19 Mion — Moh — 

M, 38 35-44 .19/.0849 MM. — Min mt 

M, 50 36-64 09 M, 88 62-114 .08 Mi — 

M, 103 62-144 05 M, 99 52-189  .06/.08 M, * 

M,  —° Mon 52 52-53 = .07-.78 Mia — 

M, 49 36-62 .02-.16° M,, 129 92-167 05 M, 17 17-18  .00-.35 

Grassy 
Lake M, 69 51-87 O09 Mi — M, 35 25-47 10 

M,, 88 65-111 07 Mian — M,, 37 27-47 10 

Meh _ Mion i Men a 

Mon 1 47-110 09 M, 124 61-187 .01-.09 Moh 30 25-41 15 

Min — M,, 56 47-70 ~_.15/.03 Mion — 

Mi — M, 129 61-197 .04 Mi — 

M, 71 47-110 .09/.09 Mon 47 45-49 .04-.48 M, 30 25-41 = .15/.10 

M, 69 52-86 .03-.12 M,, 162 111-214 .03 M, 25 25-26 ~—-.00-.28 

Mud Lake M, 58 45-71 .02-.21 M., 68 49-88 .08 M, 31 22-42 .10 

Min — M, 52 37-67 10 M,, 31 23-39 10 

Me _ Moh a Meph _ 

Minh Mon 38 36-44 .05-.23 Mon 27 22-39 13 

Mon 20 43-61 15 Mi — Min — 

M, 60 46-74 .10 Min — Mp —— 

M,, 50 39-61 .15/.09 M,, 42 36-53 ~=.16/.09 M,, 27 22-39 ~=—-.13/.10 

M,, 67 52-82 .O9 M, 36 36-37 .00-.28 M, 31 22-41 = .03-.20 

* Approximate 95% confidence interval of the population estimate. 
> Estimated probability of capture. 

° Population size cannot be estimated for this model. 
¢ Estimated probability of initial capture/estimated probability of recapture. 
° Probability of capture varies among trapping occasions, range presented. 
Population size could not be estimated because the number of new animals caught on successive occasions did not decline. 

Population and Density Estimates iat | NG ee DD ea: 

Skunks. Population estimates for skunks were usually Seed “ a | i eae z 
very close to the actual number of skunks 7 co rer NS = 

“a red and marked suggesting that most Goa ne 
of the skunks in the population were caught — | te le 
and marked (Table 5). In almost all cases, a ONDE Oe 

the number of new captures declined to low lev- Fag Ne oN a So 

density of skunks (based on buffered areas) var- jas Aa, uauerey ene Pn 
ied from 4.5 per square mile at Mud Lake in 1984 (fay /aaamy weeds Population estimates 
to 0.2 skunks per square mile at Grassy Lake in ig #a@a@aiieey ct ah aan bee suggest that most 
1985 (Table 6). Population estimates were fairly  SQQtgie RCRA Secceigmed Sted skunks in the 

fe 2 ed ri cere Ore wee § 3 SIUC areas were 
precise (xC.V. = 12%, range 0.8-30%). A Aw ale ee a is, caught and marked. 
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Table 5. Population estimates of striped skunks, common raccoons and Virginia opossums on 3 south-central Wisconsin 

wildlife management areas, 1984-86. 

— Skunk Raccoon or Opossum mh All Species 
Area and TT 
Parameter 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 

Horicon 

No. caught 35 20 33 40 39 38 35 52 17 110 111 88 

No. recaptured 18 7 38 16 9g 4 21 23 5 55 39 47 

Population Est. 41 20 37 82 100 186 38 85 36 161 205 259 

Conf. Interval 35-52 20-22 33-42 59-105 45-135 38-352 35-44 61-109 17-61 135-187 163-247 91-427 

Model Selected M, ™M, M, M,, M, M, Mon M, M, 

Grassy Lake 

No. caught 11 4 11 69 47 51 47 47 25 127 98 87 

No. recaptured 11 0 1 18 9g 6 27 10 15 56 19 22 

Population Est. 12 4 36 160 133 225 69 124 35 241 261 296 

Conf. Interval 11-16 15-58 101-219 61-205 61-389 51-87 61-187 25-47 179-303 165-357 130-462 

Model Selected M, M,, M, M, M, M, M, M, 

Mud Lake 

No. caught 23 9 6 51 31 13 43 36 22 117 76 41 

No. recaptured 8 3 4 11 3 1 28 21 13 47 27 18 

Population Est. 54 9 6 140 161 78 58 68 31 252 238 115 

Conf. Interval 33-75 9-10 6-7 70-210 31-327 13-217 45-71 49-88 22-42 178-326 76-405 41-254 

Model Selected M,, M., M,, M, M, M, M, M,, M, 

Table 6. Population density (N/mi*) estimates of striped skunks, common raccoons and Virginia opossums on 3 south-central 

Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. 

® Skunk Raccoon er Opossum Mir All Species 
Area and a 
Parameter 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 1984 1985 1986 

Horicon 

Population estimate? 41 20 37 82 100 186 38 85 36 161 205 259 

Density® 6.3 3.1 5.7 12.6 15.4 28.6 5.8 13.1 5.5 24.8 31.5 39.8 

Density 
- Buffered Area® 2.6 13 2.4 5.3 6.5 12.0 2.5 5.5 2.3 10.4 13.2 16.7 

Grassy Lake 

Population estimate 12 4 36 160 133 225 69 124 35 241 261 296 

Density 1.6 05 48 21.3 17.7 30.0 92 16.5 4.7 32.1 34.8 39.5 

Density 
- Buffered Area 0.7 02 2.1 9.1 7.6 12.9 3.9 7.1 2.0 13.8 14.9 16.9 

Mud Lake 

Population estimate 54 9 6 140 161 78 58 68 31 252 238 115 

Density 9.0 15 1.0 23.3 26.8 13.0 97 11.3 5.2 42.0 39.7 19.2 

Density 
- Buffered Area 4.5 08 0.5 11.7 13.4 6.5 4.8 5.7 2.6 21.0 19.8 9.6 

4 Population estimates calculated from White et. al. (1982). 
> Horicon = 6.5 mi?, Grassy Lake = 7.5 mi?, Mud Lake = 6 mi?. 
© Horicon buffered = 15.5 mi?, Grassy Lake buffered = 17.5 mi*, Mud Lake buffered = 12 mie. 
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Skunk populations apparently declined on all Opossums. Precision of opossum population estimates 

study areas from 1984 to 1985 (Horicon: Z = 3.66, was moderate (XC.V. = 17%, range 8-35%). 

P < 0.001; Mud Lake: Z = 4.20, P< 0.001; Grassy Opossum populations apparently increased 

Lake: test could not be performed because no from 1984 to 1985 on all study areas (Table 

skunks were recaptured in 1985 and standard 6). This change was significant at Horicon 

error of density could not be estimated). The (Z = 3.78, P< 0.001), but not at Grassy Lake 

Horicon skunk population increased from 1985 to (Z = 1.71, P= 0.09) or Mud Lake (Z = 0.91, 

1986 (Z = 6.44, P< 0.001) and the Grassy Lake P = 0.36). Following the severe winter of 1985-86, 

population appeared to increase (no test possi- opossum populations declined by more then 50% 

bie). In contrast, skunk numbers at Mud Lake on all study areas (Z = 2.78-3.27, P= 0.004-0.001). 

declined even further in 1986 (Z = 5.30, P< 0.001). During 1984, opossum density was lower at 

No explanation is readily apparent for the decline Horicon than at Grassy Lake (Z = 2.57, P= 0.01) 

in skunk number from 1984 to 1985. or Mud Lake (Z = 4.02, P < 0.001). Opossum 

In 1984, skunk density was lowest at Grassy densities did not differ significantly among areas 

Lake, intermediate at Horicon and highest at Mud in 1985 or 1986 (P > 0.29). 

Lake (Grassy Lake vs. Horicon: Z = 5.18, P< 0.001; 
Horicon vs. Mud Lake: Z = 2.01, P= 0.04). Con- All Species. Due to the large influence of raccoon den- 

versely, skunk density at Mud Lake was lower than sity on the combined predator density estimates 
at Horicon in 1985 (Z = 6.93, P< 0.001). During (Table 6) and the low precision of raccoon density 

1986, skunk densities were similar at Horicon estimates, none of the between year changes 
and Grassy Lake (P = 0.64), but markedly lower in combined predator density were significant 

at Mud Lake (Mud Lake vs. Horicon, Z = 11.5, (Z = 0.16-1.73, P = 0.08-0.50). During 1984, den- 
P < 0.001; Mud Lake vs. Grassy Lake, Z = 2.53, sity of mammalian predators was higher at Mud 

P=0.01). _Lake than at Horicon (Z = 3.31, P< 0.001) or | 

Grassy Lake (Z = 2.01, P= 0.04). Among area 

Raccoons. Due to the very low capture probabilities, the differences during 1985 and 1986 were not signifi- 

precision of raccoon population estimates was cant (Z = 0.03-0.98, P = 0.33-0.98). 

low (x C.V. = 38%, range 14-91%). Therefore, ; 

er... a doubling of the estimated population at Abundance Indices 
Horicon from 1984 to 1986 and a 70% increase at Spotlight Counts. Spotlight counts of skunks (Table 7) 
Grassy Lake from 1985 to 1986 (Table 6), these varied among years (F = 9.05; 2, 81 df; P< 0.001) 

between year differences were not significant and areas (F = 4.95; 2, 81 df; P= 0.009); the year 

(Horicon 1984 vs. 1986: Z = 1.24, P= 0.21; Grassy X area interaction was not significant (F = 1.23; 4, 

Lake 1985 vs. 1986: Z = 1.03, P= 0.30). Similarly, 81 df; P=0.31) . Mean spotlight counts of skunks, 

the 51% decline in estimated raccoon density on pooling among years, were higher at Horicon 

Mud Lake from 1985 to 1986 was not significant than at Mud Lake or Grassy Lake. Pooled spot- 

(Z = 0.76, P= 0.44). Raccoon density was lower at light counts of skunks in the 3 areas were highest 

Horicon than at Grassy Lake (Z = 2.06, P= 0.04) in 1986. Within years and within areas, counts of 

or Mud Lake (Z = 2.12, P= 0.03) during 1984, but skunks were highly variable (x C.V. = 114.8). | 

densities did not differ significantly among area in The interaction of year and area effects on 
1985 or 1986 (P > 0.32). spotlight counts of raccoons was not significant 

(F = 1.68; 4, 81 df; P= 0.16). Pooling across years, 

= nee nee ee neocon rec counts of raccoons differed significantly among 

: pSeS Gece Grassy Lake than at Horicon or Mud Lake. Rac- 

De cee ee ee 81 df; P< 0.001). Spotlight counts of raccoons 
7 Sse”) pean men ees a were higher in 1986 than in the other years in all 
a sas dere eo? ae ae ne ce 3 areas (Table 7). The within year and within area 
a ! SA ee ir marascinrnte. “sree ate 4 variability of raccoon spotlight counts was lower 

Cy ween eeecerin <a i ee than for skunks (XC.V. = 48.1). 
PS ME et dete eee. eaten fel 
See aoe Aa oaae eee USC Eats ere el \. ae. : Spotlight counts of opossums (Table 7) varied 

ee 8 ae i _ significantly among years (F'= 8.37; 2, 81 of 
Sy Re MENDES P< 0.001). In all 3 areas, the mean spotlight index 

Low capture probabilities limited the precision of common for opossums increased from 1984 to 1985, but 
raccoon population estimates in this study. then decreased in 1986. Spotlight counts varied 
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Table 7. Summary statistics for the number of individual striped skunks, com- 
mon raccoons and Virginia opossums seen/100 miles on 10 spotlight counts 
conducted at 3 south-central Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. : ——$—$—$—$ $$ $$$ eee EE On 
Species Area Year xX S.E. Min. Max. C.V. 

Skunk Horicon 84 2.0 0.9 0.0 9.0 147.2 

85 4.4 1.2 0.0 12.0 87.8 

~~5 8 75 16 20 170 °&675 
Grassy Lake 84 1.8 0.7 0.0 5.0 116.5 

85 1.0 0.7 0.0 6.0 216.0 

86 3.9 1.2 0.0 9.0 96.3 

Mud Lake 84 2.2 0.9 0.0 8.0 124.6 

85 1.5 0.5 0.0 3.0 105.4 

86 4.1 0.9 0.0 11.0 72.2 

Raccoon Horicon 84 6.5 1.1 2.0 14.0 53.4 
85 16.0 2.5 7.0 26.0 49.9 

or 86 23.9 3.8 3.1 38.0 50.7 
Grassy Lake 84 18.6 2.1 3.0 24.0 34.9 

85 =17.3 2.3 9.0 31.0 41.1 

86 25.3 3.4 12.0 46.0 42.5 

Mud Lake 84 11.5 2.4 3.0 25.0 66.3 

85 =12.0 2.4 0.0 26.0 62.7 

86 19.3 2.0 11.0 30.0 33.3 

Opossum _— Horicon 84 1.7 0.7 0.0 7.0 124.2 

85 2.7 0.7 0.0 7.0 83.8 

Sam 86 1.3 0.7 0.0 7.0 170.3 

Grassy Lake 84 1.8 0.8 0.0 7.0 135.6 : 

85 4.9 1.2 0.0 12.0 74.7 

86 0.9 0.5 0.0 3.0 161.0 

Mud Lake 84 0.6 0.4 0.0 3.0 210.8 

85 1.8 0.9 0.0 9.0 161.0 

86 0.3 0.3 0.0 3.0 316.2 

All Horicon 84 10.2 1.3 5.0 18.0 39.7 

85 =. 23.1 2.3 14.0 35.0 31.6 

86 332.0 4.3 8.1 52.0 42.1 

Grassy Lake 84. 22.2 2.3 6.0 29.0 33.2 

85 23.2 2.7 15.0 41.0 36.5 

8630.1 4.2 12.0 55.0 44.0 

Mud Lake 84 14.3 2.8 5.0 33.0 62.2 

85 =15.3 2./ 0.0 32.0 55.3 

| 86 23.7 2.0 17.0 36.0 26.6 

among areas (F = 3.92; 2, 81 df; P= 0.024), higher at Grassy Lake ee iN Ai ee 
than at Mud Lake. Counts at Horicon were intermediate. The effect J a BASS AX TN me. 
of area on opossum counts did not differ significantly among aw = SY a WEE 
years (F= 1.17; 4, 81 df; P= 0.332). Counts of opossums exhibited ee > oS ‘ 7 i a 
extreme variability within years and within areas (XC.V. = 159.7). 2 _ -lll—— [we 

When the 3 predator species were combined, spotlight indices Zz im _— a we 

differed significantly among years (F = 15.73; 2, 81 df; P<0.001) 7 th —— i Os 

and areas (F = 4.99; 2, 81 df; P= 0.009). Mean spotlight indices, Lay ae ee me ) 
pooled across areas, increased from 1984 to 1985 and again CE, perp cape! oe 
from 1985 to 1986 (Table 7). Predator spotlight indices at Grassy ie ae ae ee Na 
Lake were significantly higher than at Mud Lake, while those at | YG hy nee Me Showa 
Horicon were intermediate. ee ° 
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Table 8. Summary statistics for the number of visits/100 station-nights on 5 scent- Scent-Station Surveys. Visitation rates 

station lines at 3 south-central Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. to scent stations were low for all 3 

Species Area Year xX  S.E.. Min. Max. = CY. species (Table 8) . Overall mean 

Skunk Horicon 84 5.8 1.9 3.0 13.0 71.5 rates for skunks, raccoons and 
opossums were 3.7%, 3.5% and 

“w so BS 8 on 188 6.8 2.7%, respectively. Skunk visitation 
86 5.0 2.2 0.0 12.5 99.4 oe " 

GrassyLake 84 56 15 00 80 587 rates varied among years (x° = 
85 0.5 05 0.0 25 223.6 7.29, 2 df, P= 0.026) and areas (42 

86 25 14 O00 7.7 123.8 = 8.48, 2 df, P= 0.014). At Grassy 
Mud Lake 84 4.2 1.2 0.0 6.0 63.9 Lake and Mud Lake, skunk visita- 

85 0.5 0.5 0.0 2.5 223.6 tions were highest in 1984, while at 

86 1.0 0.6 0.0 2.5 136.9 Horicon, the skunk visitation rate 
Le eee was highest in 1985. Visitation rates 

Raccoon — Horicon 84 2.0 1.2 0.0 5.0 136.9 were highest at Horicon in all 3 

85 4.6 2.1 0.0 10.2 99.6 years. Raccoon visitations to scent 

er 86 250 6140 (0000606: 7.5 122.5 stations were similar among years 
Grassy Lake 84 2.4 1.1 0.0 6.0 104.6 (y2 = 1.24, 2 df, P= 0.538) and 

85 350 10 0.0 5.0 88-9 areas (y2 = 1.49, 2 df, P= 0.475). 
86 6.1 1.0 2.6 ae 36.8 Opossum visitation rates differed 

Mud Lake 84 3.0 1.3 0.0 6.0 100.0 among areas (y? = 7.18, 2 df, P= 
85 4.0 1.7 0.0 10.0 94.8 0.028), but not amon 2 _ 

8 35 23 O00 125 148.1 Veo); g years (x 
Occ b bebe bebe bebe tte t bette bret tne tb ett etneeteeenees 3.44, 2 df, P= 0.179). Combining 
Opossum Horicon 84 28 O08 00 50 °&639 all species, visitation rates did not 

8 74 36 00 214.0 110.0 differ among years (x° = 0.02, 2 df, 
Sm 8 35 19 00 100 119.5 P = 0.992) or areas (x° = 2.52, 2 

Grassy Lake 84 O06 O06 O00 30 2236 df, P = 0.284). As with spotlight 
85 2.0 0.5 0.0 2.5 55.9 counts, variability of scent-station 

86 1.0 0.6 0.0 2.6 137.0 indices within years and areas was 

Mud Lake 84 0.6 0.6 0.0 3.0 223.6 very high (x C.V. = 120.2, 100.8 

85 3.5 1.3 0.0 7.5 81.4 and 126.4 for skunks, raccoons and 
86 2.5 1.4 0.0 7.5 122.5 opossums, respectively). 

All Horicon 84 10.6 3.3 3.0 21.0 68.9 Simulated Nests. Mammalian preda- 

85 20.3 6.9 5.0 44.0 76.2 tors destroyed an overall mean 

86 11.0 5.3 0.0 30.0 107.0 33.5% of simulated nests (Table 9). | 

Grassy Lake 84 —s 88.6 2.5 0.0 14.0 65.6 Nest destruction rates differed 
85 6.0 1.0 2.5 7.5 37.3 among years (x? = 15.98, a df, Pe 

86 9.6 0.5 7.5 10.3 12.4 0.001), but not among areas (y? = 

Mud Lake 84 7.8 2.6 0.0 15.0 75.0 1.78, 9 df, P= 0.41). Destruction 

ae ne . oe tee an rates decreased from 1984 through 

oo 1986 in all 3 areas. Compared to 
spotlight counts and scent-station 

Table 9. Summary statistics for the percent of nests destroyed on 5 lines of sim- SUIVEYS: the within year and within 

ulated nests at 3 south-central Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. area variability of the simulated-nest 
_——_—_——$——_ survey was lower (x C.V. = 53.4). 
Area Year X S.E. Min. Max. C.V. . 

Horicon 84 50.4 7.1 25.0 67.0 31.6 Snow-Track Counts. Snow condi- 
85 30.6 76 17.0 60.0 50 4 tions were suitable for only 1 

86 28.8 94 0.0 57.0 70.7 snow-track survey in 1984 and 

bbe eee b bbb bebe ett ben debt bette eens none in 1985. Snow-track surveys | 

Grassy Lake 84 36.4 7.1 25.0 57.0 43.4 were not attempted in 1986. On 
85 30.0 55 20.0 50.0 40.8 the 1 survey conducted in 1984, 

86 19.4 4.1 11.0 33.0 47.0 no tracks were found at Mud 

ee en ee eee Lake, only raccoon tracks were 

Mud Lake 84 64.8 6.8 43.0 80.0 23.3 observed at Horicon (0.25 

85 28.4 5.7 20.0 50.0 44.9 tracks/mile), and few tracks 

86 10.6 6.0 0.0 33.0 127.2 were noted at Grassy Lake 
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Mammalian predators rarely visited scent a ee. eS a ae ; oe pare : oe | i 
Stations during this study. (i [s55) sine oa oO =  £ 

(0.32 tracks/mile for skunks and Table 10. vorretation coeinoients, Significance reves for rial? resis and esti 
mates of power (1-B) for correlations between predator population indices an 

ae vaccoone) 0.64 tracks/mile captures/100 rap hones and population density estimates from 3 south-central 
Wisconsin wildlife management areas, 1984-86. Estimates of power assumed 

Roadkill Abundance. Relatively hal true tho equals observed r. Significant values shown in boldface type. —_ 
few vehicle-killed predators were Spotlight Survey Scent Station Survey Simulated Nest Survey 
observed on the 3 study areas Species Capture Capture Capture 
during 1984 and 1985. No effort Statistic Rate Density Rate Density Rate Density 
was made to record roadkills in Skunk 
1986. At Horicon, no skunk, 1 r 0.452 0.177 0.661 0.366 0.569 0.741 
raccoon and no opossum road- “ez P 0.111 0.324 0.026 0.166 0.055 0.011 
kills were recorded in 1984, com- 1-B 0.331 0.117 0.624 0.245 0.481 0.759 
pared to 2 skunk, no raccoon een en ee eee e ete e eee n een etnbeeenneaey 
and 4 opossum roadkills in 1985. Raccoon 
At Grassy Lake, no skunk or rac- ae 0.015 0.346 0.007 0.331 0.576 -0.013 
coon roadkills were found in P 0.485 0.181 0.493 0.192 0.052 0.513 
1984 and only 1 roadkill of each 1-B 0.055 0.228 0.053 0.215 0.491 0.048 
of these species was found in Oposcur nnn ne ce 

1985. One and 4 opossum road- ea T0573 (0741 0.268 O29 0.480 0.204 kills were observed in 1984 and tae p 0053 001t 0245 0.086 0.095 0099 
1985, respectively, on Grassy " Lake. At Mud Lake, 1 skunk, no 1-B 0.487 0.759 0.167 0.139 0.364 0.131 
raccoon and 1 opossum roadkills Aye 

were recorded in 1984, while 1 r 0.358 -0.011 0.362 -0.186 0.839 0.346 
skunk, 1 raccoon and 3 opossum P 0.828 0.511 0.169 0.684 0.002 0.181 
roadkills were noted in 1985. 1-8 0.005 0.049 0.242 0.018 0.912 0.228 ae COL 

Comparison of 

Population Estimates estimates were not significant in a majority (10/12) of cases (Table 
to Abundance Indices 10). Spotlight counts of opossums were positively correlated with 
Because of the poor performance of population densities and simulated-nest destruction rate was posi- 
snow-track counts and roadkill sur- tively correlated with skunk density. Both the correlation of simulated- 
veys on our study areas, we limited nest destruction rate with the capture rate of all mammalian predators 
our comparison of population esti- and the correlation of skunk scent-station visitations with the skunk 
mates and indices to the spotlight, capture rate were significant. Additionally, the correlation of spotlight 
scent-station and simulated-nest sur- counts and capture rate of opossums approached statistical signifi- 
veys. Correlations between popula- cance, as did the correlations of simulated-nest destruction and Cap- 
tion indices and population density ture rates of skunks, raccoons and opossums (Table 10). 
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Sample Size Requirements Discussion 

Given the high within year and within area variability , . 
; An important assumption of the popu- 

observed with spotlight counts, detecting a 20% “sz . 
. lation estimation procedures used in 

change in the index for raccoons with an 80% cer- . 

tainty would require 93 spotlight counts. Detecting a program CAPTURE is demographic 

20% change in the index for skunks would require closure, |.., no births, deaths, Ingress 

528 counts, while 1,020 counts would be required to OF egress occurred during the trap- 

detect the same change in the index for opossums. ping pero’ A alii f pela ‘ 

Detecting a 50% change in the abundance index using densi ec Tor es ahi popula 

this method would require 15, 84 and 163 counts for ensity IS Geograpnic ClOSUre, |S.» the 

raccoons, skunks and opossums, respectively. | animes occur wn a cetined geo- 

Four hundred six scent-station lines would be ic pie iy we © duped before n 

needed to be 80% certain of detecting a 20% change this study date congue erore h 

in the index for raccoons, 578 lines would be required mo pre S the der “hos ‘ore 

for skunks and 639 for opossums. A 50% change ‘hore was no recruitment nto he pop- 

in the visitation rate of raccoons could reliably be lation. Al tality of adult preda- 

detected with 65 scent-station lines, while 93 and , aon. ‘ice No ‘4 y © ‘his fine a 

102 lines would be needed for skunks and opossums. Creenwoo Net al. { 985) usin vadio 

Detecting a 20% change in destruction rate of telemetry found that a po "lator of 

simulated nests with 80% certainty would require kunk , t a POP North 

114 lines. A 50% change in destruction rate could SKUNKS Ne was Trapping In NO 

be detected with 18 lines. Dakota was ess entially closed demo- 
graphically during mid-late April; no 

births nor deaths, and only 1 sus- 

. a a ee pected dispersal occurred during the 

| - 7 a on | trapping period. Bjorge et al. (1981) 

: | [7 | ae noted that dispersal of juvenile striped 

| a an 7 skunks in Alberta occurred primarily in 

, : ai ee July and August. 

ry ee it juvenile raccoons typically do not 
a Fe ic Ct disperse during their first summer or 

- — ll fall but remain with their mother and 
| | | de ae — @ | siblings during the winter denning 

ne | ee lll spring (Fritzell 1977, Fritzell 1978, 

4 eee ee es oe opossums as solitary wanders with- 

COREY o> ee salt ee eo Gillette (1980), studying radio-tagged re ats © , ere at 7 opossums in southeastern | 
ae By "7 oe “ah : | Wisconsin, noted home range shifts 

poet " aay 2 ee by some adult male opossums and 

SRS Pee — —— frequent dispersal movements by 

a ww — eo adult females during April-July. 

; aad Bh od ~ | ne oe produce 2 litters per year. Dispersal 

a iY ia} a Noes of first litter young occurred in late 

| — % a ’ a ri Neiiegie = tk summer and fall, while second litter 

my) BR lowing spring (Gillette 1980). Similar eo ones, ea ge eee: movement patterns were observed 

inl er a 5 See, 2 sticker et al. 1987). 
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White et al. (1982) concluded that a valid statisti- Although model selection was inconsistent, the 
cal test for demographic closure cannot be devised best 2 or 3 models for which population size could be 
because of behavioral responses, and time trends estimated usually led to similar population estimates 
in capture probabilities could not be distinguished and confidence intervals. This was especially true for 
from failure of closure. They recommend that the skunks (Table 2). For opossums, an exception was 
closure test performed by program CAPTURE be Grassy Lake in 1985 where the best 2 models (for 
consulted only when models M, or M, are selected. which there was an estimate) lead to population esti- 
They further warn that the closure test may not be mates of 124 or 56. However, for raccoons the popu- 
valid in these cases if a different model is really the lation estimates resulting from the top 2 models often 
true model. Both behavioral and time effects were differed by more than 30%. Failure to select the most 
suggested in our results for all species in some appropriate model for raccoons may have lead to 
year-area combinations (Tables 2-4). Models M, or seriously biased estimates of population size and 
M,, best fit the patterns of skunk captures for 3 area- variance (Conner and Labisky 1985, Greenwood 
year combinations. The closure test was significant et al. 1985, Moore and Kennedy 1985). 
at Mud Lake in 1984 and 1986, rejecting the The 3 study areas were not geographically closed, 
hypothesis of closure. Model M, was selected 6 i.e., they were not fenced, small islands or surrounded 
times for raccoons, with none of the closure tests by unsuitable habitat. Animals on the periphery of the 
being significant. For opossums, model M, was study area with a small portion of their home range 
selected 4 times and model M, was selected once. extending into the trapped area may have been cap- 
Closure was rejected in 3 of these 5 tests. tured and included in the population estimate. 

Because of the difficulty in interpretation of clo- Therefore, the density estimates calculated by divid- 
sure tests, the pattern of newly caught skunks during ing the population estimate by the study area size are 
the trapping period and predator movement patterns likely an overestimate of the true density. Conversely, 
described in the literature, we believe that the the density estimates based on the 0.5-mile buffers 
assumption of demographic closure was approxi- around the study areas may underestimate true den- 
mated for skunks but probably not for opossums in sity if animals had home ranges in the buffer zones 
some cases. The constant to increasing pattern of but not in the trapped areas. 
newly caught raccoons, the low number of recap- Both our minimum (0.2-4.5 skunks/mile?) and 
tures, the lack of significant closure tests, and the maximum (0.5-9.0/mile*) spring skunk density esti- 
possibility of juvenile dispersal occurring during the mates are among the lowest reported in the litera- 
trapping period made it difficult to conclude whether ture. Rosatte (1987), in a review of published density 
raccoon populations were demographically closed. estimates, described a range of skunk including 1.3- 

For all 3 species, no 1 model type did well in all 6.2/mile? in Alberta, 9-37/mile? in Illinois, 12/mile? in 
years and areas. Smith and Brisbin (1984) also noted Ohio and 33-67/mile? in Illinois, although the sea- 
inconsistent model selection by program CAPTURE sons in which these estimates were made were not 
for opossums and raccoons. We believe it is unlikely reported. Skunk populations are generally at the 
that skunks, raccoons and opossums exhibited differ- lowest point of their annual cycle during spring. 
ent behaviors in different years or areas (i.e., trap Published density estimates of raccoons, reviewed 
shyness or trap “happiness,” changes of trapability by Kaufmann (1982) and Sanderson (1987), ranged 
over time or heterogeneity among individuals). from lows of 1.3-2.6/mile? in North Dakota and 3.9- 
Instead, we believe that the low capture probabilities 8.3/mile? in Manitoba to 40-50/mile? in Illinois, Ohio, 
made it difficult to select the appropriate models. In and Virginia to highs of 80/miie? in Mississippi and 
all cases, at least 1 of the model selection tests could 127/mile? in Alabama. Our raccoon density esti- 
not be performed because of small expected values. mates (min. 5.3-12.9/mile*, max. 13-30/mile?) were 
Movement of some new animals into the study area intermediate to those previously published. Spring 
may have further complicated model selection. White opossum densities on waterfowl management areas 
et al. (1982) cautioned that studies with low capture in southern Wisconsin (min. 2.3-7.1/mile*, max. 
probabilities (< 0.10) will generate unreliable results. 5.2-16.5/mile*) were similar to estimates from lowa 
The frequent selection of model M, was likely due to (6.0/mile*), Illinois (10.1/mile?) and Virginia (1.3- 
insufficient data to conclude that more complicated 20.2/mile* and 12.7/mile?), but much lower than the 
models were more appropriate. This was especially fall density of 259/mile* estimated for a waterfowl 
true for raccoons (capture probabilities were usually marsh in New York (reviews by Gardner [1982] and 
< 0.05), which we believe were trap-shy on our study Seidensticker et al. [1987]). | 
areas because of the low number of recaptures. Yet, Snow-track counts in northern Wisconsin closely 
the simplest model, M,, was most often selected. tracked the expansion of fisher populations following 
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their reintroduction to the state (Kohn et al. 1993); concluded that scent-station surveys provided useful 

however, suitable snow conditions in southern information on furbearer population size. Leberg and 

Wisconsin are too unpredictable for this survey tech- Kennedy (1987) compared raccoon scent-station vis- 

nique to be useful for monitoring predator populations its to density estimates from 9 study areas with 4 dif- 

in that portion of the state. Additionally, reduced activ- ferent habitat types. Density estimates among the 

ity by opossums (Gillette 1980), raccoons (Kaufmann study areas varied over a 23-fold range. Visitation 
1982) and skunks (Godin 1982) during winter would rates were positively correlated to density in most 

further limit the effectiveness of snow-track surveys months. Fuller and Kuehn (1985) observed a strong 

for monitoring northern populations of these species. correlation between skunk scent-station indices and 

Case (1978) concluded that road-kill surveys could incidental captures of skunks during gray wolf (Canis 

potentially be used for monitoring long-term population lupus) trapping. Diefenbach et al. (1994) reintroduced 

trends. Rolley and Lehman (1992) observed negative bobcats onto a barrier island of the coast of Georgia 

correlations between regional raccoon harvests and and compared scent-station indices to essentially 

subsequent road-kill surveys and felt that road-kill sur- known and controlled population sizes. They found a 

veys may be able to detect long-term (5- to 10-year) significant positive relationship between scent-station 

trends in raccoon populations over broad geographic indices and population size. 

areas. Because of the limited number of roadkills Roughton and Sweeny (1982) recommended 
observed on our 3 study areas, we believe that road- visitation rates of 40-60% as optimum for detecting 

kill surveys have limited potential for monitoring changes in predator abundance when using scent- 

changes in local predator populations. station surveys. Our visitation rates were largely less 

Spotlight counts of opossums were positively cor- than 10%. Substantially higher visitation rates have 

related with estimates of opossum density and sim- been obtained in surveys specifically designed to 

ulated-nest destruction rates were correlated with monitor raccoon abundance when stations were 

skunk density. The lack of significant correlation subjectively placed in sites likely to be visited by rac- 
between population estimates and indices in the coons (Leberg and Kennedy 1987). Different scents 
other comparisons does not invalidate the indices and tracking surfaces have been found to affect visi- 

(White 1992). Although we failed to reject the null tation rates by some species (Morrison et al. 1981). 

hypothesis of p = 0, we have insufficient evidence to Changes in survey methods that yielded higher visi- 

accept the null hypothesis and conclude that there tation rates would likely improve the usefulness of 

is no correlation between the population indices and scent stations for detecting population changes of a 

population density. Because of the low number of target species. However, species-specific modifica- 

data points (n = 9), the probability of significantly tion of survey procedures could lower visitation rates 

detecting true positive correlations was low (1-8 < for other predator species, adversely affecting the 

0.38) if the true p is small (< 0.50). In addition, the survey’s ability to monitor changes in the community 

small range of density estimates for raccoons and of mammalian predators on nesting waterfowl. 

opossums together with the low precision of the rac- Validation of spotlight counts and simulated-nest 

coon population estimates further reduced the abil- surveys have received much less research. Rybarczyk 

ity to detect possible correlations. Even if there et at. (1981) noted that variation in weather, i.e., tem- 

were strong linear relationships between population perature, relative humidity and barometric pressure, — 

density and the indices, by combining data from 3 contributed substantially to the variation in spotlight 

study areas we may have masked these relation- counts of raccoons. April spotlight counts did decline 

ships if the slopes of the relationships differed sub- following record levels of harvest but may have been 

stantially among the study areas (Roughton and affected by below normal relative humidity that spring. 

Sweeny 1982). This could occur if the study areas The strong correlation between the simulated- 

differed in habitat composition with resulting differ- nest index and capture rate of all species together 

ences in movement rates and/or activity patterns. with the nearly significant correlations of the simu- 

Conner et al. (1983) believed that scent-station lated-nest index with individual species capture rates 

indices reflected changes in raccoon, bobcat (Lynx and lack of correlation of the index with density esti- 

rufus) and common gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargen- mates of opossums and raccoons suggests 2 possi- 

teus) abundance; however, Minser (1984) criticized ble explanations. First, if inappropriate models were 

Conner’s study design because it lacked multiple esti- selected then capture rate may have better reflected 

mates of density. Linscombe et al. (1983) observed variation in population size then the density esti- 

that regional and habitat differences in visitation rates mates and the simulated-nest index closely tracked 

by furbearers in Louisiana were consistent with changes in the combined mammalian predator com- 

regional harvest patterns and habitat preferences and munity. Alternatively, both capture rate and the 
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simulated-nest index may have been affected by 
factors independent of population size. Variation in 
prey availability may have influenced predator 

response to bait and therefore their trapability as 
well as their destruction of simulated nests. We can- 
not distinguish between these possibilities with our 

data, but Smith and Brisbin (1984) concluded that 

capture probability of raccoon, opossum and gray 
fox differed greatly among years and that total cap- 
tures did not reflect population changes. | 

Management Implications 
As applied in this study, spotlight counts, scent- 

Station surveys and simulated-nest surveys were 

imprecise, i.e., there was large within year and 
within area variation. Spotlight counts of skunks and 
opossums had coefficients of variation similar to 

those of scent-station indices. Coefficients of varia- 
tion for the simulated-nest index and raccoon spot- 
light counts were approximately 50% smaller than 

scent-station indices, but were still relatively large. 

Because of the variability of the 3 survey tech- 

niques, extremely large sample sizes are required 

to reliably detect changes in population indices on 

the order of 20-50%. However, we did observe sig- 

nificant differences between years in the three 
indices with sample sizes of 15-30 (areas pooled), 
when changes in population indices were on the 

order of 2-5 fold. Fluctuations of this magnitude 

have been frequently reported for populations of 

striped skunks (Allen and Shapton 1942, Bjorge 
et al. 1981, Fuller and Kuehn 1985, Verts 1967). 

Seidensticker et al. (1987) described a doubling in 
opossum density in 1 year followed by a decline of 

equal magnitude. Population eruptions have been 

inferred from Hudson’s Bay Company records of 
raccoon fur sales (Sanderson 1951), but Fritzell 
(1982) attributed the eruptions in fur sales to 
changes in the market process. He presented rac- 

coon fur sales records from other companies that 

exhibited 2 fold changes over 2-3 years and sug- 

gested that these reflected normal fluctuations. 

Despite their imprecision, scent-station surveys, 

spotlight counts and simulated-nest surveys appear 

to be capable of detecting large population changes 

with a moderate level of effort. 
Many managers consider scent-station surveys 

useful due to their uniformity, repeatability and cost- 

effectiveness (Brady 1979). An additional advantage 

is the ability to obtain data for a number of species 

with a single survey (Linscombe et al. 1983). Spotlight 
surveys for furbearers would be more cost-effective if | 
they could be incorporated into surveys conducted A 
other species such as deer (Rybarczyk et at. 1981). rae o 
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